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Although quantum key distribution (QKD)
11 has been demonstrated over significant distances in free space [21, it remains to be made efficient in real-wodd applications of the one-time pad cipher at bit rates consistent with the requirements of modem telecommunications. We present a QKD system that has attained sifted-key rates up to 1.0
Mbps over a 730 m freespace link. This is sufficient to suppolt applications such as one-time pad enclyption of streaming video. With feisible improvements in avalanche photodiode (AF'D) detector resolution [3], another order of magnitude increase in this rate is possible.
In our approach, the transmitter (Alice) and receiver (Bob) are synchronized over a classical channel via standard 8BllOB encoding and clock recovery at 1.25 Gbps, creating a continuous series of 800 ps time bins used to temporally gate lhe quantum channel. This allows for the transmission of single-photon pulses at rates up to the clock rate. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used to implement the B92 protocol with linearly polarized attenuated pulses from verticalcavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) at 845 nm. The clksical channel consists of four fullduplex wavelengthdivision multiplcxed channels at 1550 nm. Clock synchmnization is carried out over one of these channels ( U ) , driven directly by custom data-handling PCI boards. Bob's and Alice's PCI boards each have a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) that organizes and processes the data, and two four-channel gigabit Ethemet serializcrs/deserializers (SerDes) that drive both the clock channel and the quantum channels. 
Mean photon number
Timing risolution of the silicon AF'Ds limits the quantum channel tmnsmission'rate. To avoid generating errors in the sifted key, when a detection event intended for a particular time gate occurs in an adjacent gate, we space our pulses by 4 bins and only count events occurring, in the f i t or second bins, resulting in a transmission rate of 3 12
MHz with a 1.6 ns gate. The system rut& continuously and data was taken at night to reduce background counts. Figure 2 shows the observed sifted-key rates for different values of the mean photon number in each quantum channel pulse. We also show the percentage of the sifted bits in error, the quantum-bit error rate (QBER). Bit rates greater than 900 kbps put serious demands on the current software, causing the sifted-key rate to level off at 1.0
Mbps. Our approach links the gate time of the quantum channel to the transmission rate, suggesting that it may be possible to realize greater throughput while reducing exposure to background photons by increasing the transmission rate. However, such an increase relies on improved detector resolution.
